A condensing cloud parameterization is included in a super-rotating Venus General Circulation Model. A parameterization including condensation, evaporation and sedimentation of mono-modal sulfuric acid cloud particles is described. Saturation vapor pressure of sulfuric acid vapor is used to determine cloud formation through instantaneous condensation and destruction through evaporation, while pressure dependent viscosity of a carbon dioxide atmosphere is used to determine sedimentation rates assuming particles fall at their terminal Stokes velocity. Modifications are described to account for the large range of the Reynolds number seen in the Venus atmosphere.
Introduction
The atmosphere of Venus has almost complete cloud cover between 40km and 70km altitude, dominated by sulfuric acid and water droplets that are thought to come from volcanic out-gassing at the surface (Crumpler et al., 1997) .
Observations of these cloud layers have indicated significant global scale wave activity (e.g. Del Genio and Rossow, 1990 ) and planetary scale cloud structures such as the 'Y shaped' wave (Esposito et al., 1983) . Del Genio and Rossow (1990) analyzed the cloud motions using Pioneer OCPP images (Limaye et al., 1988) and found a number of large scale zonally propagating structures, such as the 5-day Rossby / Mixed-Rossby Gravity (MRG) mode and a 4-day equatorial Kelvin wave.
The microphysical and chemical process in the Venus clouds decks have been investigated in one dimensional models (e.g. Demore, 1982, Hashimoto and Abe, 2001 ) but the computational expense of the full sulfur cycle, involving multiple species and interactions, limits their use in current Venus General Circulation Models (GCMs). A number of two dimensional (Yung et al., 2009) and three dimensional circulation models (Yamamoto and Tanaka, 1998) have also been used to investigate the microphysics in the Venus cloud. For example Yamamoto and Tanaka (1998) investigated the production of Sulfur Oxides by the catalysis reactions of the sulfur oxides and chlorine oxides(SO x -ClO x ) and suggested that a combination of the Rossby and Kelvin waves are required to reproduce the observed Y shaped structure. Yamamoto and Tanaka (1997) prescribed a 4-day wave in a GCM and were able to produce a super-rotating circulation with 5-day Rossby-like waves. The interaction of these two waves produced large scale features analogous to the observed cloud structure. Yamamoto and Takahashi (2006) included a two-moment microphysical parameterization scheme in their Venus GCM to model the SO x -ClO x reaction as well as the water and carbon monoxide interactions with the sulfur compounds.
The authors investigated the effect of the meridional circulation on the mass loading and particle distribution of aerosols in the middle atmosphere, and concluded that the aerosol distribution is dominated by the insolation. In the Yamamoto and Takahashi (2006) GCM the meridional circulation equalized the mass-loading and fractionated the number concentration by transporting large amounts of small-particle aerosols to the poles in the mean overturning circulation. However, the authors did not comment on the effect of the atmospheric circulation on the formation of cloud structures such as the Y shaped wave.
In this study, we use a GCM of the Venus atmosphere, developed at Oxford (Lee et al., 2005 (Lee et al., , 2007 , to investigate the transport of cloud-like passive tracers in the middle atmosphere. In our parameterization of the Venus clouds, we use a simple evaporation/condensation scheme to form clouds from a single volatile source, a sublimation scheme at the surface to provide a source of the volatile and allow the tracers to be advected by the full three dimensional circulation in the atmosphere. The cloud particles were allowed to form instantaneously with no latent heat effects, and fall at their terminal Stokes velocity until they either evaporate or reach the surface. The total mass of volatile in the parameterization is finite and is set at the start of the experiment.
The parameterization scheme we use here includes the simplest possible representation of cloud condensation processes to produce advected condensates within the Venus GCM. We do so in order to investigate the extent to which observed cloud structures on Venus are determined by self-consistent large-scale dynamics alone (unlike the prescribed wave activity in Yamamoto and Tanaka, 1998) . This should help clarify the role of more detailed microphysical processes (such as those emphasized by Hashimoto and Abe, 2001 , and others).
In the next section we will summarize the main features of the GCM, and describe the cloud condensation parameterization in detail. Following this we present some results from experiments run with the parameterization scheme, and compare the global structures present in the GCM cloud decks with their analogues in the atmosphere of Venus.
GCM and cloud parameterization
The Venus GCM developed at Oxford is based on the dynamical core of the Hadley Centre Unified Model (Cullen et al., 1992) ; details of the modifications and the parameterization used for the radiative forcing and boundary layer dissipation are given in Lee et al. (2007) .
In brief, the physical properties of the planet have been set to values corresponding to Venus (Colin, 1983) , such as a mean surface pressure of 9.2MPa, gravitational acceleration of 8.87 m s −1 and a sidereal day length of 243 Earth days. The GCM is configured as an Arakawa B grid (Arakawa and Lamb, 1981) with 5 × 5 degree resolution in the horizontal, and 33 levels extending from the surface to 90km altitude, with a maximum vertical grid spacing of 3.5km.
The radiative forcing of the GCM is parameterized using a linearized "Newtonian" relaxation (or "cooling-to-space") towards the observed temperature profile derived from Pioneer Venus probe data (Seiff et al., 1980) , and a vertical heating profile is used to simulate the radiative effect of a middle atmosphere cloud deck and optically thick lower atmosphere. The planetary boundary layer is parameterized by a bulk transport turbulent mixing scheme (Jacobson, 2005) over flat orography with constant assumed roughness with a roughness length of 0.03m, corresponding to a sparsely bouldered surface.
This simplified model configuration produces significant super-rotation in the atmosphere without specific or excessive forcing, but does not so far reproduce in quantitative detail the high westward wind speeds observed in the upper atmosphere (Seiff, 1983, Del Genio and Rossow, 1990) . The GCM reproduces the basic structure of the atmospheric circulation, including a mid-latitude Rossby wave and an equatorial Kelvin wave, albeit with periods of 30 days and 9.5 days, compared to 5 days and 4 days for the observed modes (Del Genio and Rossow, 1990) , respectively. The peak equatorial wind speeds in a typical experiment with the GCM are 50 m s −1 compared to over 100 m s
derived from Pioneer Venus observations of Venus (Seiff, 1983) . Mean westward winds on the equator peak at 35m/s in the GCM. The mean westward wind speeds and wave frequencies are both reduced by approximately the same amount relative to the observed wind speeds and wave frequencies. Figure 1 shows the time and longitudinal mean westward wind in this GCM for an experiment including the cloud parameterization, averaged over 300 Earth days with 1 day sampling (chosen to sample multiple periods of the planetary scale waves). Also shown in figure 1 is the deviation of time and longitudinal mean temperature from the global mean temperature profile T (z). This temperature 'anomaly' shows the warm pole feature at 5 kPa and a cold pole at 500kPa, bounding the bulk of the westward jet.
Within this GCM, we have implemented a passive cloud tracer model to allow tracers to be advected by the atmospheric circulation in the middle atmosphere. The model is based on a sulfuric acid cycle (Hashimoto and Abe, 2001 ) but does not include any explicit creation or destruction processes. Instead we assume that the surface acts as a reservoir for the sulfuric acid liquid (or a chemical precursor), which is allowed to evaporate into the atmosphere if the lowest layer is sub-saturated. The saturation vapor pressure (SVP) is assumed to be that of sulfuric acid and is a function of temperature only.
Using this method, we are able to investigate the transport of cloud particles by the atmospheric circulation without the full complications of chemical and radiative feedback.
The flux of tracer volatile from the surface is given by a simple bulk drag law,
where u 1 is the wind speed in the boundary layer, q 1 is the mass mixing ratio of the volatile in the boundary layer, and q sat is the saturation mixing ratio for the volatile as a function of temperature. C H is the bulk heat-transfer coefficient (the Stanton number, Jacobson, 2005) , derived using the MoninObukhov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954) within the planetary boundary layer of the GCM.
Once in the atmosphere, the volatile condenses (evaporates) in super-saturated (sub-saturated) air and is advected by the three dimensional wind field of the GCM. In the cloud-liquid phase, the volatile has an additional sublimation/precipitation process whereby the cloud particles drop at their terminal Stokes velocity until they reach a sub-saturated air parcel, or they reach the surface as 'rain'. In practice, it does not 'rain' on the surface because the atmosphere is generally unsaturated below 50km, and all cloud particles evaporate below this level.
The terminal Stokes velocity of the liquid particles is given by
where r p is the particle radius, assumed here to be the 1 micron 'Mode 2' particles (Esposito et al., 1997) and ρ p is the particle density, assumed to be 1800 kg m −3 (the density of sulfuric acid at STP, (Lide, 1995) ). g is the gravitational acceleration of Venus, 8.87 m s −1 , µ is the viscosity of carbon dioxide, and C n is the Cunningham slip correction factor (Rossow, 1978) .
The viscosity of carbon dioxide, µ, is assumed to be a function of atmospheric temperature only (Lide, 1995 , Reid et al., 1987 .
where x = T /T c , T c is the critical temperature (304.1K), P c is the critical pressure (7.38MPa), and m is the molecular mass of carbon dioxide.
The Cunningham slip correction factor, extends the Stokes approximation from the surface (where the Reynolds number is approximately 1) to 80km
altitude (an atmospheric pressure of about 500 Pa, where the free path length in the gas and the particle radius are equal λ r r p ). The Cunningham slip correction factor is given by
where K n is the Knudsen number, λ p is the mean free path, and r p is the radius of the particle.
However, the Stokes velocity is insignificant compared to the typical vertical winds throughout most of the atmosphere (about 1 × 10 −9 mm s −1 compared to 1 mm s −1 ) and the motion of volatile material is dominated by advection.
The important exception to this situation is that where the vertical velocity is zero, such as at the top of the overturning cell and at all heights between the upward and downward branches of the cell, the Stokes flow becomes dominant. 
Results
Two GCM experiments were initialized with extreme distributions of a cloudlike tracer. In the first experiment, 0.5 precipitable-mm of tracer was placed at the surface as liquid, corresponding to 10 parts-per-million by volume (ppmv) of well-mixed gaseous volatile (Esposito et al., 1997 , Jenkins et al., 1994 .
In the second experiment, the same total mass of volatile was placed as a liquid cloud deck at 40-50km with global coverage. Both experiments were initialized with the same statistically steady atmospheric circulation previously integrated for 23,000 days, and integrated for a further 7,320 days to allow the volatile to distribute throughout the atmosphere.
The global and time averaged vertical profile of the volatile in the atmosphere was found to be approximately the same in both cases, as shown in figure   3 . In both experiments, the clouds form above 50km where the saturation vapor pressure exceeds the atmospheric pressure. However, the decreasing net upward mass flux of the volatile results in 90% of the cloud liquid mass being confined between 50km and 65km in both experiments (66% of the cloud liquid accumulated in the 50km -55 km layer in both models).
No clouds were found to form below the 'cloud base' at 50 km and the air is permanently sub-saturated below the base. However, the predicted volume mixing ratio (VMR) of sulfuric acid of 10ppmv is not a realistic value for the amount of gaseous sulfuric acid in the lower Venus atmosphere, where it would be decomposed into oxides of sulfur and water (Hashimoto and Abe, 2001 ).
The qualitative result from the volatile distribution in the lower atmosphere is that the lower atmosphere appears well-mixed after 7,320 days ( Most of the mass transport within the meridional cell in the GCM does not extend above about 60km, near the peak of the clouds. The Newtonian relaxation profile used in this GCM likely forces a lower atmosphere meridional circulation which is somewhat stronger than the observed circulation. However, the cloud structure is more dependent on the location of the top of the meridional cell, which depends on the location of the peak of the solar forcing in the atmosphere, not on the details of the lower atmosphere circulation. The peak of the solar forcing in the model is derived from flux and temperature observations of the atmosphere of Venus, which in turn depend on the cloud structure. It is not surprising, therefore, that the cloud maximum in the GCM occurs near the observed altitude.
A reduction in polar cloud was observed by Pioneer Venus (Esposito et al., 1983 ) as a region of increased brightness temperature because the reduced cloud optical depth allows more radiation to escape from the hot lower atmosphere. Esposito et al. (1983) suggests that the "cloud top" height drops from ∼ 50mb (5kPa, 65km) to ∼125mb (12.5kPa, 60km), where the cloud top corresponds to where the cloud density falls to approximately 100 particles/cm 2 , or approximately 4-5ppmv. In the experiment shown in figure 4 , the 5-6 ppmv cloud liquid contour is closest to the "cloud top" pressures at the equator and pole, although in this experiment the decrease occurs over a larger latitude range than in the observed cloud deck. This is a consequence of assuming a single particle type and radius in this experiment. Similar results were found by Titov et al. (2008) , where the observations indicate a cloud top decrease of 8km (from 72km to 64km) from equator to pole.
Where the volatile does not change state rapidly, its mixing ratio behaves as a passive tracer for the atmospheric circulation in both liquid and vapor phases.
The global structure is then controlled by a combination of the mean circulation and motions of both the mid latitude Rossby wave and the equatorial Kelvin wave. Figure 5 shows several snapshots of the clouds at 55km showing the various shapes produced by the clouds due to the atmospheric circulation.
In a number of the subplots, the Kelvin and Rossby waves interact to produce shapes analogous to the observed horizontal 'Y' shape, albeit somewhat smoothed by the coarse resolution of the GCM.
In figure 5 , the horizontally aligned "Y" structure moves from right to left (in the direction of the mean zonal wind) and maintains its large scale structure over a period of about 7 days, which is a significant fraction of the period of the MRG wave. The coherence time of the structure in the GCM may be a result of the 'beat pattern' produced by the interaction of the equatorial and mid-latitude waves in the GCM. In this experiment, the equatorial waves are 3 times faster than the mid-latitude waves and would produce a relatively high frequency 'beat pattern', reducing the coherence time. More closely matched wave periods (Del Genio and Rossow, 1990 ) would tend to have lower frequency 'beat patterns', and thus longer coherence timescales. Figure 6 shows a similar sequence of 4 days taken over the south pole of the same experiment. In this view the cloud decks appear as a vortex structure with multiple 'arms' extending from the polar region. The polar vortex itself is situated away from the pole and slowly precesses around the south pole. The same type of structure can be seen in the northern hemisphere, and in this experiment the formation and shedding of the 'arms' appears to be random in time.
Conclusions
During the development of a Venus GCM with a super-rotating circulation,
we have implemented a passive cloud condensation scheme to investigate the cloud structures produced by the circulation and eddy transport in the middle atmosphere of Venus.
Although we use a much simplified parameterization of the chemical processes in the sulfur cycle, we find that a parameterization based solely on the SVP of sulfuric acid is sufficient to form clouds at approximately the observed temperature and pressure range in the GCM. The mean winds and planetary scale waves that exist at this altitude are sufficient to produce organized cloud structures that look remarkably similar to the striking features of the Venus clouds. These results also agree with recent observations from Venus Express (Titov et al., 2008 , Igantiev et al., 2009 , although the work presented here was performed before the launch of Venus Express.
The Y shaped features in the GCM has a short coherence time, typically of a few days, which may be shorter than the observed coherence time in the Venus clouds. The feature also appears to be more symmetric about the equator in many observations Moissl et al. (2009) than in the GCM. The latter difference may be explained by the lack of a diurnal tide in the GCM. In similar experiments where a diurnal tide was applied to the heating profile (but clouds were disabled), the GCM atmosphere responds to the symmetric tidal forcing by developing symmetric Rossby-like waves instead of asymmetric MRG-like waves observed in this experiment. A similar effect is presented in Yamamoto and Takahashi (2003) and Yamamoto and Takahashi (2004) . This change in the eddy temperature structure is likely to affect the eddy driven
cloud structure that appears as a global Y shape.
The long coherence time in observations is more difficult to explain, but it may be a result of the relative wave and wind speeds present in the cloud region. In the model, the equatorial waves propagate westward 3 times faster than the polar waves, and the cloud structure has a 'beat pattern' with a short period resulting from the interference of the propagating wave modes. In the atmosphere of Venus, the equatorial wave period is similar to the polar wave period (within about 20%), resulting in a much longer 'beat' period in the corresponding interference pattern.
The similarity between clouds found in the observations and the GCM show that the atmospheric circulation is a major driver of the structures observed in the clouds (as suggested by Del Genio and Rossow, 1990 , and others) and reinforce their use as observational proxies for the winds within the clouds.
Over periods of a few hours, the horizontal winds will clearly dominate other processes, except in the most convective or chemically active regions.
Observations by Venus Express have recently been used to derive westward wind speeds within the Venus cloud decks which show little change between the Pioneer Venus (Del Genio and Rossow, 1990) to the Galileo (Carlson et al., 1991) and Venus Express (Moissl et al., 2009 ) missions spanning two decades.
This suggests that the middle atmosphere super-rotation is a long-lasting feature of the Venus atmosphere, and that the waves are also a persistent, coherent and regular feature of the circulation.
The structure of the polar dipole and cold collar in the GCM does not agree with the observations (Schofield and Taylor, 1983 , Titov et al., 2008 , Igantiev et al., 2009 ). The fine structured polar dipole does not appear in the GCM, instead a wavenumber 2 is present in the form of an elliptical temperature minimum at the pole, and the cold collar temperature minimum is weaker in the GCM (about 10K) compared to observations (about 40K), while being larger in horizontal extent in the GCM. Both of these features might be better resolved in a simulation with a higher horizontal resolution if they are dominated by dynamical effects. It is possible that microphysics enhances the depth of the temperature minimum, but no model has been suggested that would produce such an extreme effect.
The lack of microphysics, as well as sub-gridscale convection, means that the GCM does not simulate the influx of the cloud particles at the cloud base. Titov et al. (2008) suggest that small scale convective activity in the equatorial regions brings large amounts of the UV absorber into the cloud decks, while the low temperature lapse rate in the polar region inhibits its loss from the collar and enhances the cloud concentration there. An improved microphysical scheme is relatively straightforward to implement in the framework provided by the HadAM3 GCM, but at significant computational expense.
However, simulating the small scale convection explicitly is not possible with-out a prohibitively high horizontal resolution. A better solution would be to employ a sub-gridscale parameterization using Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) to determine the amount of convection (Jacobson, 2005) . 
